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as well as the standard edition of the game, there is a collectors edition
which includes a code for the carbon canyon map pack, also known as the
'mystery map pack'. this map pack was a pre-order bonus for the
playstation 3 version of the game. the map pack includes five new racing
maps with the same size and the same number of courses. the challenge
of racing on the new maps is much higher than on the original canyon
map as the race track is split into two parts with a canyon and a passable
bridge that connects the two sections. these new maps are called
'american muscle' (carbon-coloured), 'race track (trendy city streets)',
'american muscle (trendy city streets)', 'exotic' and 'american muscle
(outlaw country roads)'. as well as this, the collectors edition also includes
a bonus mission on the original canyon map for the playstation 3 version
of the game. the map features a car that was not in the game, the ecto-1
(from ghostbusters), along with an all new race that takes place on the
surface of the map. this is a one-way race that is only accessible through
the canyon area, and is designed to be easier than most races in the
game. the race features a new type of car, a roadbuggy, which is a buggy
that can be customized by painting it and removing parts from other cars.
one of the most unusual aspects of the game, which was not present in
the original release, are the 'turboslurpers' or 'turbo-slurpers'. these are
npc drivers who race illegally at higher speeds and have faster cars than
the player, and can be raced against in the first-person mode, and can
challenge the player to drift races on the original canyon map. the player
can hire or buy turbo-slurpers from the "turbo-slurpers" crew on the
canyon map, which can be done through the game's "crew" system.
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